
Synerduino STM 

Programmable Logic and Data Analytic Intervention



SYNERDUINO STM  STM32F411CEU6

One of the highlighted feature both hardware and software is its flexibility into adding new function to a 
Drone  the combination of Synerduino hardware and INAV software makes this possible

Programmable Logic and Data Analytic Intervention allows you to add block like behavior control to your 
drone to respond to Environment , Sensor inputs and Conditions. 
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Companion board

There are several reason you 
may add a companion controller 
or computer to perform tasks 
separate from the Synerduino
but need to be able to 
communicate with it to perform 
fight modifying action or Data 
Logging or even extended 
sensor array that is more than 
the standalone synerduino
board physically accommodate 

For Companion board add on 
options there are several Levels 
of installation

• ADC – Analog 0V-5V input

• Sbus/PWM – RC PWM 50 hz

• Serial – MSP Telemetry

• PWM Output

11.1V Lipo

UBEC may be needed to add extra current to power a companion 
board source is same as ESC input  and output  is plug into any 
freely available 5V pin



ADC Companion 
The is useful for analog base inputs
PWM, or pulse width modulation is a technique which allows us to adjust the average value of the voltage that’s going to the electronic device by turning on and 
off the power at a fast rate.  

This method is the most simplest interface that one can incorporate even the most basic of logic circuits for simple tasks

Arduino Mega 
• D12 (ADC V) D13 (ADC I)    D12 is align to the Synerduino V0.1 board ADC pin directly
• Analog pins A10 ,A11 ,A12,A13 , A14 are free for Sensor inputs
• DIY prototyping segment are also free for other Digital pins directly below it 
• Motor PWM pins are also connected to the Analog pin S1-A0 S2-A1 S3-A2 S4-A3 as feedback loop to read pwm data off the motor



The average voltage depends on the duty cycle, or the amount 
of time the signal is ON versus the amount of time the signal is 
OFF in a single period of time.

This works with most Arduino PWM motor driver scripts

ADC Companion 



SBUS/PWM  Companion 

In the world of Robotics /RC /Drones
There is always a standard of PWM called the RC PWM its set at 50hz
And range from 1000us to 2000us
Of pulse this controls the value of the servos

This is said to be useful as interface when you need to have a semi digital range you want to 
instruct vehicle to do
• Analog pins A10 ,A11 ,A12,A13 , A14 are free for Sensor inputs
• DIY prototyping segment are also free for other Digital pins directly below it 
• Motor PWM pins are also connected to the Analog pin S1-A0 S2-A1 S3-A2 S4-A3 as feedback 

loop to read pwm data off the motor

This Setup requires an 
SBUS/PPM/PWM converter

• Arduino D12 Ch7 (ADC V) 

• Arduino D13 Ch8

• RC Inv must be connected 



As RC servo standard this can be taken as an 
advantage for multiple data points for inputs

This works on Most Arduino Servo Scripts

SBUS/PWM  Companion 



Serial Companion 
This is mostly done with Companion computer boards like Raspberry pi , Jetson Nano for higher levels of 
processing and applicable for larger vehicle platforms that can carry an extra onboard weight
Raspberry Pi UART is P8 TX(GPIO15) P10 RX(GPIO16)

Soft serial must be activated as Serial to utilize the UART pins on the Synerduino

Note: the Raspberry Pi 3 does come with a bluetooth an alternative Bluetooth connection can be done should 
weight and size is a concern and use the companion board as ground station instead  
you can also utilize the other GPIO pints for the ADC input as well with raspberry pi



Note: Apart from serial the GPIO pins of the raspberry can also work in 
conjunction of the 12bit i2C servo module and Sbus/PPM/PWM Converter

The P3(GPIO8) & P5 (GPIO9) can be utilize to drive an servo module which is 
run thru an converter then feeds the Sbus

GPIO Companion 



SYNERDUINO STM and PROTOTYPING BOARDS

Since Synerduino is design as a 
shield board with an Arduino 
footprint its self means its 
compatible with a wide range 
of other shield prototyping 
board as well making it easy to 
fit custom or add on hardware 
reducing the need of additional 
wires and connectors

Male Headers are installed on 
the bottom of the board as 
required.

Prototyping Shield are to be place on the under side of the board



Final note: Companion is a very useful tool for Drone 
Vehicles  it allows users to extend the drone’s 
functionality 

This can serve in conjunction of the Programmable 
logic allowing the drone to act out the process done in 
the companion board as well as feed back loop from 
the main controller for processing 

Thank you


